
Victory Point Events
D3.21  Each opposing ocean or lakes naval unit sunk earns the 

player a number of victory points equal to the strength of 
the naval unit.

D3.22  Each opposing ocean or lakes naval unit struck earns the 
player a number of victory points equal to one-fourth the 
unit strength for “C” class units, one-half the unit strengths 
for “B” class units, and equal to the units full strength for  
“A” class units.

D3.23  Opposing land units eliminated due to combat resolution 
earn the player a number of victory points equal to the 
units strength for “C” class units, equal to 2 times the unit 
strengths for “B” class units, and equal to 3 times the unit 
strength  for “A” class units.

D3.24  Opposing land units eliminated due to being out of 
supply or the loss of troop ships from the “I” British Naval 
Squadron earn the player 4 times the strength of the units, 
regardless of the class of the units.

D3.25  Unfriendly town or fort hexes occupied by friendly 
land units at the conclusion of the player’s phase in the 
operational turn earn the player victory points equal to the 
intrinsic defense strength of the town or Fort except for 
Montréal, which earns 60 points. Note that this is earned 
each operational turn that these conditions are met.

D3.26  The American player earns 15 victory points for each 
of his Atlantic naval units that ends the American naval 
phase in a full ocean hex that is not adjacent to or in a hex 
containing an British squadron marker.

D3.27  The American player loses 15 victory points for each 
American land unit that enters one or more Spanish 
Florida hexes each game turn that such an event occurs.

D3.28 The British player earns 30 victory points per turn, 
starting with the first turn of the scenario being played, 
that no British naval squadrons enter any hex north of the 
New England Waters border on the strategic map. Once 
a squadron has been moved north of this border the 30 
points per turn may never be earned again during the 
game, even if no squadrons moved north of the border 
during a later turn.

D3.29 The British player earns victory points for each land 
combat on the strategic map that causes the loss and/
or retreat of the American land units in the combat hex, 
regardless of the type of British land units involved. The 
British player earned three points if the hex was low 
population, 10 points if it was medium population, and 25 
points if it was high population.


